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POLYNOMIAL INVARIANTS ON MATRICES AND PARTITION,
BRAUER ALGEBRAS
MYUNGHO KIM, DOYUN KOO
Abstract. We identify the dimension of the centralizer of the symmetric group Sd in the
partition algebra Ad(δ) and in the Brauer algebra Bd(δ) with the number of multidigraphs
with d arrows and the number of disjoint union of directed cycles with d arrows, respectively.
Schur-Weyl duality as a fundamental theory, we conclude that each centralizers are related
with the G-invariant space P d(Mn(k))
G of degree d homogeneous polynomials on n×n ma-
trices, where G is the orthogonal group and the group of permutation matrices, respectively.
Our approach gives a uniform way to show that the dimensions of P d(Mn(k))
G are stable
for sufficiently large n.
1. Introduction
Through the paper, k is an infinite field. The characteristic of k is denoted by char(k).
For a group G and a G-set X, XG denotes the set of fixed points in X under the action of G.
Let P (Mn(k)) be the space of polynomial functions on the set Mn(k) of n× n matrices over
a field k and let P d(Mn(k)) be the space of homogeneous polynomial functions of degree d.
Our primary interest in this paper is the dimensions of the space P d(Mn(k))
G of polynomial
invariants under the conjugation action of a subgroup G of the general linear group GLn(k).
An interesting result of Willenbring ([15]) along this line is that the dimensions of the space
P d(Mn(C))
On(C), where On(C) is the orthogonal group over C, stabilize for n which are larger
than or equal to d. In particular, there exists a stable limit of the Hilbert series of the rings
{P (Mn(C))On(C)}n≥1:
limHS(t) :=
∞∑
d=0
hdt
d =
∞∑
d=0
[
lim
n→∞
dimC P
d(Mn(C))
On(C)
]
td.
It is also shown in [15] that the coefficient hd in limHS(t) is equal to the size of the set UOd
of directed graphs with d arrows, whose connected components are directed cycles.
In [16], this stability phenomenon is extended to a large family of invariant rings arising
from classical symmetric pairs (for the precise definition, see [16, Section 1.1]). Among
those, the invariant ring P (M2m(k))
Sp2m(C) appears, where Sp2m(C) denotes the symplectic
group. Moreover, the stable Hilbert series for the family {P (M2m(C))Sp2m(C)}m≥1 is equal to
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limHS(t) above. This stability and the equality on the stable Hilbert series are consequences
of a description of the coefficients in the Hilbert series in terms of Littlewood-Richardson
coefficients. Note that these descriptions are obtained by a case-by-case investigation for
each group (for detail, see [16, Section 1.7]).
In this paper, we provide a new approach to explain the stability of the Hilbert series for
the rings P (Mn(k))
Gn of some family of subgroups Gn of GLn(k). Our approach includes
the cases that k is C and Gn is either On(C) or Sp2m(C). One of the starting points is the
following well-known fact: the space P d(Mn(k)) is dual to the Schur algebra Sn,d(k), the
image of the GLn(k) action on the tensor power V
⊗ d, where V = kn. And the Schur algebra
Sn,d(k) can be identified with the centralizer of the symmetric group action on V
⊗ d by the
Schur-Weyl duality for GLn(k). Based on these facts, one can identify the dimension of the
space P d(Mn(k))
Gn with the dimension of the centralizer of the symmetric group Sd action
inside the algebra of Gn-module endomorphisms on V
⊗ d, provided either char(k) = 0 or
char(k) > d (Theorem 2.5). That is, we have the following equality.
dimk P
d(Mn(k))
Gn = dimk CEndGn (V ⊗ d)
(
Ψn,d(kS
op
d )
)
,(1.1)
where Ψn,d denotes the action of the symmetric group Sd on V
⊗ d.
Now the stability of the Hilbert series for the case of orthogonal groups On(C) can be
explained as follows:
1) By the Schur-Weyl duality for On(C), for sufficiently large n, there is an isomorphism
from the Brauer algebra Bd(n) to the algebra EndOn(C)(V ⊗ d) of On(C)-module endomor-
phism, which is an extension of Ψn,d.
2) The dimensions of the centralizers CBd(δ)(kSd) are the same for all parameters δ.
Replacing 1) by the Schur-Weyl duality for Sp2m(C), if m is sufficiently large, then there
is an isomorphism of algebras from Bd(−2m) to EndSp2m(C)(V ⊗ d). Hence we also obtain
the stability of the Hilbert series for the symplectic groups Sp2m(C). Moreover, we have
dimC CBd(n)(kSd) = dimC CBd(−2m)(kSd) for all n,m ∈ Z≥1 by 2), we obtain the equality
between the stable Hilbert series for On(C) and that of Sp2m(C).
Note that the above 1) and 2) hold with a large class of fields. In [4], Doty and Hu
proved the Schur-Weyl duality for the orthogonal group O(n, q′) for infinite fields k with
char(k) 6= 2 and on [2], Dipper, Doty and Hu proved the Schur-Weyl duality for the symplectic
group Spn(k) for arbitrary infinite fields. Thus the equality (1.1) concludes the stability of
the Hilbert series for those cases, too. Note that the orthgonal group O(n, q′) in [4] are
different from but conjuagte to On(C) which Willenbring had given in [16] (see subsection
4.2). Summarizing, for a sufficiently large n, we have the following equalities
dimk P
d(Mn(k))
O(n,q′) = dimk P
d(Mn(k))
Spn(k) = dimk CBd(δ)(kSd) = #UOd
under some conditions on k (Corollary 4.12).
Let β˜d be the set of Brauer diagrams in Bd(δ). Then the centralizer CBd(δ)(kSd) has a
natural basis consisting of the orbit sums of the Sd conjugation action on β˜d. Note that
there is a bijection between β˜d and the set I˜2d of fixed point free involutions on {1, 2, . . . , 2d}.
Interesting enough, during the identification of dimk P
d(Mn(k))
O(n,q) with the number of
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directd graphs in UOd , Willenbring considered an action of Sd on the set I˜2d and it turned
out that there is a bijection from the set of orbits to the set UOd ([15, Section 3]). Because the
action of Sd coincides with the conjugation action on β˜, Willenbring’s bijection can be un-
derstood as a bijection between the natural basis of CBd(δ)(kSd) and the set UOd (See Remark
4.19.) On the other hand, in [13], Shalile studied the basis of the centralizer CBd(δ)(kSd).
It is parametrized by the generalized cycle types, which are multisets of certain equivalence
classes of sequences in the letters {U,L, T}. Observing a similarity between the construction
of generalized cycle types and Willenbrings bijection, we give a concrete bijection between
the set UOd and the set Ed of generalized cycle types (Section 4.5).
In the perspective of the equality (1.1), one may consider other families {Gn}n≥1 different
from the orthogonal groups and the symplectic groups. We studied the cases Gn = Σn where
Σn denotes the group of permutation matrices in GLn(k) provided char(k) = 0. By the Schur-
Weyl duality for Σn ([8, 9]), if n ≥ 2d, then there is an isomorphism Ψn,d from the Partition
algebra Ad(n) to EndkΣn(V ⊗ d), which is an extension of the action of symmetric group Sd
on V ⊗ d. Recall that the partition algebra Ad(δ) has the diagram basis βd parametrized by
the set Π2d of set partitions of {1, 2, . . . , 2d}. Since the symmetric group Sd acts on the set βd
by conjugation, the centralizer CAd(δ)(kSd) has a natural basis consisting of the orbit sums.
Hence one can deduce the stability of the Hilbert series of the ring P (Mn(k))
Σn similarly as
the case of the Brauer algebra.
Actually, the partition algebra case is better than the Brauer algebra case in the following
sense: there is a nice basis {xpi | π ∈ Π2d} of Ad(n) which is compatible with the image and
the kernel of the homomorphism Ψn,d ([8, 1]). Hence the dimensions in (1.1) is calculable
even in the case n < 2d. A key result in this direction is to extend the Willenbring’s bijection
between β˜d and UOd in the case of partition algebra. We find a bijection between the set Π2d
of set partitions and the set Ld of multidigraphs with d arrows labeled by {1, . . . , d} bijectively.
This bijection very is convenient, because the conjugation action of Sd on Π2d is just the
permuting the edge labels of multidigraphs in Ld (Theorem 3.5). In conclusion, we have a
bijection between the natural basis of the centralizer CAd(δ)(kSd) and the set Ud of (unlabeled)
multidigraphs with d arrows. Then by the compatibility of the basis {xpi | π ∈ Π2d} with Ψn,d,
we show that the dimension of P d(Mn(k))
Σn is equal to the cardinality of Ud,≤n, where Ud,≤n
denotes the set of multidigraphs with d arrows whose number of non-isolated vertices is less
than or equal to n (Corollary 3.11). A similar result appeared in [10] (see Remark 3.12).
We present the results on partition algebra at first and the results on Brauer algebra next,
because it is natural to explain the Brauer algebra cases as a restriction of the partition
algebra case.
2. Polynomial invariants on matrices and Schur algebras
2.1. Homogeneous polynomial functions on matrices. For a finite dimensional vector
space W over k, let P (W ) be the subalgebra of the algebra kW of functions from W to k
generated by the dual space W ∗ of W . We call P (W ) the algebra of polynomial functions
on W . Let {xi}i∈I be a basis of W ∗. Then the algebra P (W ) is equal to the subalgebra
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k[xi; i ∈ I] of kW generated by the functions xi. Since k is an infinite field, the algebra
P (W ) = k[xi; i ∈ I] can be identified with the polynomial algebra with #I indeterminates.
A polynomial function f ∈ P (W ) is called homogeneous of degree d if f(cw) = cdf(w) for
all w ∈W and c ∈ k.
We have a vector space decomposition
P (W ) =
⊕
d≥0
P d(W ),
where P d(W ) denotes the space of homogeneous polynomials of degree d. Note that P d(−) is
a contravariant endofunctor on the category of finite-dimensional vector spaces over k: for a
linear map φ :W → V , P d(φ) : P d(V )→ P d(W ) is the linear map given by f 7→ P d(φ)(f) :=
f ◦ φ for f ∈ P d(W ).
Note that d! 6= 0 in a field k if and only if either char(k) = 0 or char(k) > d. The following
lemma is well-known.
Lemma 2.1. (see, for example, [12, Section 1.5]) Assume that either char(k) = 0 or
char(k) > d. Then there is an isomorphism
η : P d(−) ∼−−→P d(−∗)∗
between the contravariant endofunctors on the category of finite-dimensional vector spaces
over k.
Our main object is the space P d(Mn(k)) of homogeneous polynomial functions on the
space Mn(k) of n×n-matrices. There is a left action of the group GLn(k) of invertible n×n
matrices on P d(Mn(k)) by conjugation:
(g.f)(X) := f(g−1Xg) (g ∈ GLn(k), f ∈ P d(Mn(k)), X ∈Mn(k)).
The dual space P d(Mn(k))
∗ is also a left GLn(k)-module with the action given by
(g.Ψ)(f) := Ψ(g−1.f) (g ∈ GLn(k), Ψ ∈ P d(Mn(k))∗ f ∈ P d(Mn(k))).
Proposition 2.2. Let n, d ∈ Z≥1. Assume that either char(k) = 0 or char(k) > d. Then the
GLn(k)-module P
d(Mn(k)) is isomorphic to its dual P
d(Mn(k))
∗.
Proof. Let Φ :Mn(k)→Mn(k)∗ be the linear isomorphism given by
A 7→ (B 7→ tr(AB)) for A,B ∈Mn(k).
Let cg :Mn(k)→Mn(k) be the map given by X 7→ gXg−1. Then we have a commutative
diagram below for every g ∈ GLn(k):
Mn(k)
∗ Φ
−1
//
(c
g−1 )
∗

Mn(k)
cg

Mn(k)
∗ Φ
−1
// Mn(k).
(2.1)
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The following diagram is commutative
P d(Mn(k))
ηMn(k)
//
P d(c
g−1 )

P d(Mn(k)
∗)∗
P d(Φ−1)∗
//
P d((c
g−1 )
∗)∗

P d(Mn(k))
∗
P d(cg)∗

P d(Mn(k))
ηMn(k)
// P d(Mn(k)
∗)∗
P d(Φ−1)∗
// P d(Mn(k))
∗,
where the left square comes from the isomorphism in Lemma 2.1 and the right square is
obtained by applying the covariant functor P d(−)∗ to the square in (2.1).
Since the actions of GLn(k) on P
d(Mn(k)) and P
d(Mn(k))
∗ satisfy that g.f = P d(cg−1)(f)
and g.Ψ = P d(cg)
∗(Ψ), respectively, the composition
P d(Φ−1)∗ ◦ ηMn(k) : P d(Mn(k))→ P d(Mn(k))∗
is an isomorphism of GLn(k)-modules, as desired. 
2.2. Schur algebras and polynomial invariants on matrices. Let V = Vk = k
n be the
natural representation of GLn(k). Then GLn(k) acts diagonally on the d-th tensor power
V ⊗ d from the left. For a group G, the group algebra over k is denoted by kG. Let us denote
by
Φn,d : kGLn(k)→ Endk(V ⊗ d)
the algebra homomorphism induced by the action.
On the other hand the symmetric group Sd acts on V
⊗ d from the right by place permu-
tation:
(w1⊗ · · · ⊗wd).σ := (wσ(1) ⊗· · · ⊗wσ(d)) for w1, . . . , wd ∈ V, and σ ∈ Sd.(2.2)
It induces an algebra homomorphism Ψn,d : kS
op
d → End(V ⊗ d), where Aop denotes the
opposite ring of a ring A. Then we have
Ψn,d(kS
op
d ) = EndkGLn(k)(V
⊗ d).(2.3)
If n ≥ d, then Ψn,d is an isomorphism of k-algebras.
We call the image Φn,d(kGLn(k)) the Schur algebra and denote it Sn,d(k). Then the
centralizer of the symmetric group action on V ⊗ d is the same with the Schur algebra Sn,d(k)
(for example, see [7, Theorem 2.13]):
Sn,d(k) := Φn,d(kGLn(k)) = EndkSop
d
(V ⊗ d).
For each function f on GLn(k), define a function f˜ on kGLn(k) as follows: if φ =∑
g∈GLn(k)
agg, then f˜(φ) :=
∑
g∈GLn(k)
agf(g).
An important relation between P d(Mn(k))
∗ and Sn,d(k) can be summarized as in the
following theorem.
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Theorem 2.3. ([7, Theorem 2.2.4]) There is a nondegenerate bilinear form
〈 , 〉 : P d(Mn(k))× Sn,d(k)→ k
given by
〈f, ξ〉 := f˜(φ), where f ∈ P d(Mn(k)), ξ = Φn,d(φ) ∈ Sn,d(k) for some φ ∈ kGLn(k).
Define a left GLn(k)-module structure on Sn,d(k) by
〈f, g.ξ〉 := 〈g−1.f, ξ〉 for f ∈ P d(Mn(k)), ξ ∈ Sn,d(k), and g ∈ G.
Thus we have an isomorphism between P d(Mn(k))
∗ and Sn,d(k) as GLn(k)-modules given
by ξ 7→ 〈−, ξ〉 for all ξ ∈ Sn,d(k).
Proposition 2.4. We have
g.ξ = Φn,d(g) ◦ ξ ◦ Φn,d(g−1) for g ∈ GLn(k), ξ ∈ Sn,d(k).
Hence for any subgroup G of GLn(k), we have
Sn,d(k)
G = CEndΦn,d(kG)(V
⊗ d)
(
Ψn,d(kS
op
d )
)
.
Proof. By the linearity we may assume that ξ = Φn,d(φ) for some φ ∈ GLn(k). Then we
have
〈f, g.ξ〉 = 〈g−1.f, ξ〉 = ˜(g−1.f)(φ) = (g−1.f)(φ) = f(gφg−1) = 〈f,Φn,d(gφg−1)〉
so that
g.ξ = Φn,d(g) ◦Φn,d(φ) ◦ Φn,d(g−1) = Φn,d(g) ◦ ξ ◦Φn,d(g−1),
as desired. 
Combining Proposition 2.2 and Proposition 2.4, we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 2.5. Let k be an infinite field. Assume that char(k) = 0 or char(k) > d. Then
for any subgroup G of GLn(k), we have
dimk P
d(Mn(k))
G = dimk CEndΦn,d(kG)(V
⊗ d)
(
Ψn,d(kS
op
d )
)
.
Example 2.6. Let G = GLn(k) in Theorem 2.5. Assume that char(k) = 0. It is well-known
that the algebra P (Mn(k))
GLn(k) is isomorphic to the k-algebra of symmetric polynomials in
n variables as graded algebras (see, for example, [3, Example 1.2]). It follows that
dimk(P
d(Mn(k))
GLn(k)) = # {λ ⊢ d | ℓ(λ) ≤ n} ,
where λ ⊢ d denotes a partition λ of d, and ℓ(λ) denotes the length of a partition λ.
On the other hand, the dimension of P d(Mn(k))
GLn(k) is equal to the dimension of the
center of the algebra Ψn,d(kS
op
d ) by Theorem 2.5 and (2.3). Thus one can recover the above
equality in this case from a result in [6, Theorem 7]: the set {Ψn,d(cλ) | λ ⊢ d, ℓ(λ) ≤ n}
forms a basis of the center of Ψn,d(kS
op
d ), where cλ denotes the sum of all permutations
whose cycle type is λ for a partition λ of d.
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3. Group of permutation matrices and Partition algebras
3.1. Partition algebra and Schur-Weyl duality. We recall the partition algebra and its
bases following [1, Section 2.1, Section 2.2].
For d ∈ Z≥1, we consider the set partitions of [1, 2d] := {1, 2, · · · , 2d} into disjoint
nonempty subsets, called blocks, and define
Π2d := {set partitions of [1, 2d]}.
For each π ∈ Π2d let |π| be the number of blocks of π. We associate a diagram Dpi to π
as follows: It has two rows of d vertices each, with the bottom vertices indexed by 1, 2, . . . , d
and the top vertices indexed by d+1, d+2, · · · , 2d from left to right. Vertices are connected
by an edge if they lie in the same block of π. Note that the way the edges are drawn is
immaterial, what matters is that the connected components of the diagram Dpi correspond
to the blocks of the set partition π. Thus, Dpi represents the equivalence class of all diagrams
with connected components equal to the blocks of π.
We write i′ := i+ d if 1 ≤ i ≤ d and i′ := i− d if d+ 1 ≤ i ≤ 2d briefly. We denote βd as
the set {Dpi|π ∈ Π2d}. Sometimes we will confuse π and Dpi for simplicity.
Definition 3.1. Let k be a field and δ ∈ k\{0}. The Partition algebra Ad(δ) is an associative
k-algebra with βd as a basis where the multiplication Dpi1Dpi2 for any two diagrams Dpi1 ,Dpi2
is defined as the following :
(i) Draw two diagrams vertically, Dpi1 on the top and Dpi2 at the bottom.
(ii) Identify the vertices in the bottom row of Dpi1 with those in the top row of Dpi2 .
(iii) Delete all connected components that entirely lie in the middle row of the joined dia-
grams. We denote by π1 ∗ π2 the set partition represented by thus obtained diagram.
(iv) The product is given by Dpi1Dpi2 = δ
[pi1∗pi2]Dpi1∗pi2 , where [π1 ∗ π2] denote the number of
blocks removed from the middle row.
We call βd the diagram basis of Ad(δ).
The set partition π1∗π2 and the nonnegative integer [π1∗π2] depend only on the underlying
set partitions π1, π2 and are independent of the diagrams chosen to represent them. In
particular, the product Dpi1Dpi2 depends only on the set partitions π1 and π2.
Note that a set partition of [1, 2d] each of whose blocks is of the form {i, j′} for some
1 ≤ i, j ≤ d can be identified with the permutation σ in Sd given by σ(i) = j. Under this
correspondence, the group algebra kSd is embedded into Ad(δ). Note that we have
DσDpiDσ′ = Dσ∗pi∗σ′(3.1)
for π ∈ Π2d and σ, σ′ ∈ Sd. In particular, the symmetric groupSd acts on Π2d by conjugation:
σ.π := σ ∗ π ∗ σ−1.
Let k be a field and V be a finite-dimensional k-vector space. We fix a basis {vi ∈
V | i = 1, 2, . . . , n} and identify GLn(k) with the group of automorphisms on V . Let Σn be
the subgroup of GLn(k) consisting of all the permutation matrices. Then the group Σn is
isomorphic to the symmetric group Sn.
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For each sequence i = (i1, . . . , id) ∈ [1, n]d, set
vi := vi1 ⊗ vi2 ⊗· · · ⊗ vid
so that
{
vi | i ∈ [1, n]d
}
forms a basis of the tensor power V ⊗ d.
For s, r ∈ [1, n]d, let Ers be the element in End(V ⊗ d) given by
Ersvt = δs,tvr
for all t ∈ [1, n]d. For each π ∈ Π2d, define
Nd(π) = {(u1, . . . , u2d) ∈ [1, n]2d such that if i and j belong to the same block of π then ui = uj}.
Define a linear map Ψn,d : Ad(n)op −→ End(V ⊗ d) by
Ψn,d(Dpi) =
∑
(r,r′)∈Nd(pi)
Er
r′
.
Theorem 3.2. ([8, Theorem 3.6], [9]) Assume that k is a field with char(k) = 0. The map
Ψn,d is an algebra homomorphism whose image Ψn,d(Ad(n)op) is equal to EndkΣn(k)(V ⊗ d).
Moreover if n ≥ 2d, then Ψn,d is injective.
Note that the restriction of Ψn,d onto S
op
d is equal to (2.2).
Hence combining the Theorem 3.2 with Theorem 2.5, we obtain
Theorem 3.3. Assume that k is a field with char(k) = 0.
If n ≥ 2d, then
dimk P
d(Mn(k))
Σn = dimk CAd(n)(kSd).
3.2. Multidigraphs and the Centralizer of Sd in Ad(δ).
Definition 3.4. A directed multigraph, shortly a multidigraph, is an unlabeled graph that is
made of countably many unlabeled vertices and a set of edges with directions, called arrows.
We call a multidigraph is vertex-labeled (respectively, edge-labeled) if there is a function from
the set of vertices (respectively, the set of edges) to a set of labels.
We will associate three multidigraphs ψ˜d(π), ψd(π) and φd(π) to a set partition π as follows:
Let ψ˜d(π) be the vertex-labeled and edge-labeled multidigraph such that (1) the vertices are
labeled by the blocks of π, and (2) it has d arrows such that for each 1 ≤ i ≤ d, there is
exactly one arrow with the label i which starts from the vertex containing i and ends at
the vertex containing i′. Let ψd(π) be the edge-labeled multidigraph obtained by removing
the labels of the vertices of ψ˜d(π). Finally, removing the edge labels of ψd(π), we obtain a
unlabeled multidigraph φd(π).
Let Ld be the set of edge-labeled mutidigraphs of d arrows with bijective labelings by the
set {1, 2, . . . , d} and Ud be the set of multidigraphs with d-arrows.
Then, the map ψd : Π2d → Ld is bijective and its inverse is given as follows:
(i) For a given multidigraph in Ld, label all the vertices with the empty sets.
(ii) For each 1 ≤ i ≤ d, add i to the source and i′ to the target of the arrow with the label
i. The label of a vertex of the graph forms a block of ψ−1d (g).
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Theorem 3.5. For σ ∈ Sd and π ∈ Π2d, the multidigraph ψd(σ ∗ π ∗ σ−1) is obtained from
ψd(π) by permuting the arrow labels by σ.
Proof. We may assume that σ is a simple transposition (i i + 1) for some 1 ≤ i ≤ d − 1.
Let b1, b
′
1, b2 and b
′
2 be the blocks of π containing i, i
′, i + 1 and (i + 1)′ respectively. Note
that the set partition σ ∗ π is obtained from π by changing the blocks b1 and b2 into c1 :=
(b1 \ {i}) ∪ {i + 1} and c2 := (b2 \ {i + 1}) ∪ {i}, respectively. Similarly the set partition
π ∗ σ−1 is obtained from π by changing the blocks b′1 and b′2 into c′1 := (b′1 \ {i′}) ∪ {(i+ 1)′}
and c′2 := (b2 \ {(i + 1)′}) ∪ {i′}, respectively. Thus the set partition σ ∗ π ∗ σ−1 is obtained
from π by changing the blocks b1, b
′
1, b2 and b
′
2 into the subsets c1, c
′
1, c2 and c
′
2, respectively,
and all the other blocks remain the same. It follows that the multidigraph ψd(σ ∗ π ∗ σ−1) is
obtained from ψd(π) by exchanging the arrows with labels i and i+ 1, as desired. 
The following is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.5.
Corollary 3.6. Two set partitions π1, π2 are Sd-conjugate if and only if φd(π1) = φd(π2).
For a multidigraph G ∈ Ud, set
EG := {π ∈ Π2d |φd(π) = G}, and γG :=
∑
pi∈EG
Dpi.
That is, each EG is an orbit in Π2d of the conjugation action of Sd, and γG is the sum of the
diagram basis elements in the orbit EG.
Corollary 3.7. The set
Γd := {γG ∈ Ad(δ) |G ∈ Ud}
forms a basis for CAd(δ)(kSd), the centralizer of kSd in Ad(δ). In particular, the dimension
of CAd(δ)(kSd) is equal to #Ud, the number of unlabeled multidigraph with d-arrows. The
dimension dimk CAd(δ)(kSd) is independent from the choice of δ.
Proof. Since {Dpi}pi∈Π2d is a basis for Ad(δ), the set Γd is linearly independent over k by the
definition.
Write an element v in Ad(δ) as v =
∑
pi∈Π2d
apiDpi for some api ∈ k. For any element
σ ∈ Sd, we have
DσvDσ−1 =
∑
pi∈Π2d
apiDσDpiDσ−1 =
∑
pi∈Π2d
apiDσ∗pi∗σ−1 =
∑
pi∈Π2d
aσ−1∗pi∗σDpi.
Hence v = DσvDσ−1 if and only if aσ−1∗pi∗σ = api for all π ∈ Π2d. Thus for v ∈ CAd(δ)(kSd),
we have
v =
∑
G∈Ud
aG γG
for some aG ∈ k, as desired. 
Corollary 3.8. Let k be an infinite field. If n ≥ 2d, then the dimension of the space
P d(Mn(k))
Σn is equal to #Ud, the number of multidigraphs with d arrows. In particular,
the sequence
(
dimk P
d(Mn(k))
Σn
)∞
n=1
is stable for n ≥ 2d.
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Proof. If char(k) = 0, then we have
dimk P
d(Mn(k))
Σn = dimk CEndΦn,d(kΣn)(V
⊗ d)
(
Ψn,d(kS
op
d )
)
= dimk CAd(n) (kSd)
by Theorem 2.5 and Theorem 3.2. Hence we get the desired result by Corollary 3.7. Since
P (Mn(k))
Σn is the invariant ring associated with the permutation representation induced
from the conjugation action of Σn on the standard basis of Mn(k), its Hilbert series is
independent of the ground field k (see, for example [11, Corollary 3.2.2]). 
3.3. The Orbit basis and the Centralizer of Sd in Ad(δ) when n < 2d. In this subsec-
tion, we recall the orbit basis of Ad(δ) following [1, Section 2.3]. The set Π2d of set partitions
of [1, 2d] forms a lattice under the partial order given by
π  ρ if every block of π is contained in a block of ρ.
In this case we say that π is a refinement of ρ and that ρ is a coarsening of π.
The orbit basis {xpi|π ∈ Π2d} of Ad(δ) is defined by the following coarsening relation with
respect to the diagram basis :
Dpi :=
∑
piρ
xρ.
Then
xpi =
∑
piρ
µ2d(π, ρ)Dρ(3.2)
for some integers µ2d(π, ρ) each of which satisfies that
µ2d(π, ρ) = µ2d(σ ∗ π ∗ σ′, σ ∗ ρ ∗ σ′) for σ, σ′ ∈ Sd.(3.3)
See, for example, an explicit formula for µ2d(π, ρ) in [1, (2.18)].
It follows by (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) that
(3.4) DσxpiDσ′ = xσ∗pi∗σ′ .
for σ, σ′ ∈ Sd and π ∈ Πd ([1, Section 4.1]).
The orbit basis is interesting, since it is compatible with the homomorphism Ψn,d in the
following sense.
Theorem 3.9. ([1, Theorem 3.8(a)], [8, Theorem 3.6])
(i) The set {Ψn,d(xpi) | π ∈ Π2d, |π| ≤ n} forms a basis of Im(Ψn,d) = EndkSd(V ⊗ d).
(ii) The set {xpi | π ∈ Π2d, |π| > n } forms a basis of Ker(Ψn,d).
Note that the set of multidigraphs with d arrows is partitioned into
Ud = Ud,1 ⊔ · · · ⊔ Ud,2d,
where Ud,k consists of the multidigraphs with d arrows and k non-isolated vertices. For each
1 ≤ k ≤ 2d, let
Ud,≤k :=
⊔
t≤k
Ud,t.
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Theorem 3.10. The set
{∑
pi∈EG
xpi | G ∈ Ud
}
forms a basis of the centralizer CAd(δ)(kSd)
and the set
{
Ψn,d
(∑
pi∈EG
xpi
)
| G ∈ Ud,≤n
}
forms a basis of the centralizer CΨn,d(Ad(n)op)
(
Ψn,d(kS
op
d )
)
.
Moreover, we have
Ψn,d
(
CAd(n)op(kS
op
d )
)
= CΨn,d(Ad(n)op)
(
Ψn,d(kS
op
d )
)
.
Proof. Note that
{
Ψn,d
(∑
pi∈EG
xpi
)
| G ∈ Ud,≤t
}
is linearly independent over k for any 1 ≤
t ≤ 2d by Theorem 3.9 (i). Write an element v in Ad(δ) as v =
∑
pi∈Π2d
apixpi for some api ∈ k.
For any element σ ∈ Sd, we have
DσvDσ−1 =
∑
pi∈Π2d
apiDσxpiDσ−1 =
∑
pi∈Π2d
apixσ∗pi∗σ−1 =
∑
pi∈Π2d
aσ−1∗pi∗σxpi.
Taking δ = n and applying Ψn,d, we obtain
Ψn,d(Dσ−1)Ψn,d(v)Ψn,d(Dσ) =
∑
pi∈Π2d
aσ−1∗pi∗σΨn,d(xpi) =
∑
pi∈Π2d, |pi|≤n
aσ−1∗pi∗σΨn,d(xpi).
Because of Theorem 3.9 (i), we conclude that Ψn,d(v) = Ψn,d(Dσ−1)Ψn,d(v)Ψn,d(Dσ) if and
only if aσ−1∗pi∗σ = api for all π ∈ Π2d with |π| ≤ n.
Thus for Ψn,d(v) ∈ CΨn,d(Ad(δ)op)(Ψn,d(kSopd )), we have
Ψn,d(v) =
∑
G∈Ud,≤n
aGΨn,d
∑
pi∈EG
xpi
(3.5)
for some aG ∈ k. Hence we obtain the second assertion. The first can be shown in a similar
way. Because
Ψn,d
(
CAd(n)op(kS
op
d )
) ⊂ CΨn,d(Ad(n)op) (Ψn,d(kSopd ))
the equation (3.5) proves the last assertion, too. 
By the same reasoning as in Corollary 3.8, we obtain
Corollary 3.11. Let k be an infinite field. The dimension of the space P d(Mn(k))
Σn is
equal to #Ud,≤n, the number of multidigraphs with d arrows whose number of non-isolated
vertices is less than or equal to n.
Remark 3.12. The above result appeared in [10] in the following way. In [10, Theorem 3],
the number of non-isomorphic multigraphs (without loops) with d edges and n vertices is
identified with the dimension of the space SF (n, d) of certain polynomial invariants of degree
d. And the authors remarked that the above corollary can be obtained by the same way. See
[10, 4.Concluding remarks 2].
4. Orthogonal groups, symplectic groups and Brauer algebras
4.1. Brauer algebras. Let k be a field and δ ∈ k \ {0}. For d ∈ Z≥1, set
Π˜2d := {π ∈ Π2d | each block of π is of size 2} and β˜d := {Dpi|π ∈ Π˜2d} ⊂ βd.
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Then the subspace Bd(δ) of the partition algebra Ad(δ) spanned by β˜d is stable under the
multiplication. We call it the Brauer algebra with parameter δ.
Note that the subset {sj , ej | j = 1, 2, . . . , d − 1} of β˜d is a generating set of the algebra
Bd(δ), where
sj :=
•
•
•
•
· · ·
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
· · ·
•
•
•
•
1 2 j − 1 j j + 1 j + 2 d− 1 d
.
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,
ej :=
•
•
•
•
· · ·
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
· · ·
•
•
•
•
1 2 j − 1 j j + 1 j + 2 d− 1 d
.
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We have a tower of algebras
kSd ⊂ Bd(δ) ⊂ Ad(δ).
In particular, the set Π˜2d is stable under the conjugation action of Sd. By the same reasoning
in the proof of Corollary 3.7, we obtain
Proposition 4.1. The set  ∑
pi∈E(G)
Dpi
∣∣∣G ∈ φd (Π˜2d)

forms a basis for CBd(δ)(kSd), the centralizer of kSd in Bd(δ). In particular, the dimension
of CBd(δ)(kSd) is independent from the choice of δ.
We will study the set φd
(
Π˜2d
)
further in the last subsection.
4.2. Orthogonal groups. Let k be an infinite field and let V be a k-vector space with a
fixed basis {vi ∈ V | i = 1, 2, . . . , n}.
Let (· , ·)q and (· , ·)q′ be symmetric bilinear forms on V given by
(vi, vj)q = δi,j and (vi, vj)q′ = δi,j,
respectively, where j = n+ 1− j. Then the orthogonal groups O(n, q) and O(n, q′) are given
by
O(n, q) : = {f ∈ GLn(k) | (fv, fw)q = (v,w)q for all v,w ∈ V } = {f ∈ GLn(k) | fT f = In}
and
O(n, q′) : = {g ∈ GLn(k) | (gv, gw)q′ = (v,w)q′ for all v,w ∈ V } = {g ∈ GLn(k) | gT I ′ng = I ′n}
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respectively, where In is the identity matrix in GLn(k) and I
′
n is the n×n permutation matrix
I ′n =

1
1
...
1
 .
There is an algebra homomorphism Ψq
′
n,d : Bd(n)op → End(V ⊗ d) given by
Ψq
′
n,d(sj)(vi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vid) = vi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vij−1 ⊗ vij+1 ⊗ vij ⊗ vij+2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vid , and
Ψq
′
n,d(ej)(vi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vid) = δij ,ij+1 vi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vij−1 ⊗
(
n∑
k=1
vk ⊗ vk
)
⊗ vij+2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vid .
Theorem 4.2. ([4, Theorem 1.2 (b)]) Let k be an infinite field with char(k) 6= 2. Then the
image Ψq
′
n,d(Bd(n)op) is equal to the space EndkO(n,q′)(V ⊗ d). Moreover if n ≥ d, then the
homomorphism Ψq
′
n,d is injective.
From Theorem 2.5 and Theorem 4.2 we have
Theorem 4.3. Let k be an infinite field with char(k) 6= 2. Assume that either char(k) = 0
or char(k) > d. If n ≥ d, then
dimk P
d(Mn(k))
O(n,q′) = dimk CBd(n)(kSd).
In particular, if char(k) = 0, then the sequence
(
dimk P
d(Mn(k))
O(n,q′)
)∞
n=1
is stable for
n ≥ d.
Assume that char(k) 6= 2 and √−1 ∈ k. Then the map ϕO : V → V given by
ϕO(vi) =

vi +
√−1vi if 1 ≤ i ≤ n2
−
√−1
2
vi +
1
2
vi if i >
n+1
2
vi if i =
n+1
2
satisfies that
(ϕO(v), ϕO(w))q′ = (v,w)q for v,w ∈ V.(4.1)
In other words, ϕO is an isometry between the quadratic spaces (V, (· , ·)q) and (V, (· , ·)q′ ). Ac-
tually the assumption
√−1 ∈ k is necessary if we want to have isometries between (V, (· , ·)q)
and (V, (· , ·)q′ ) for sufficiently many different dimensions.
Proposition 4.4. Let k be a field with char(k) 6= 2. If dimk V ≡ 2 or 3 (mod 4), and the
quadratic spaces (V, (· , ·)q) and (V, (· , ·)q′ ) are isometric to each other, than
√−1 ∈ k.
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Proof. Assume that n = 4k + 2 (respectively, 4k + 3) for some k ∈ Z≥0. One can show that
matrix I ′n is congruent to a diagonal matrix Dn whose entries are 2k+1 many −1’s and 2k+1
many (respectively 2k+2 many) 1’s, by a basis change similar to φO. Hence In is congruent
to I ′n, then In is congruent to Dn. In particular, 1 = det(In) and −1 = det(Dn) belongs to
the same square class of k and hence k contains
√−1, as desired. 
Assume that k is an infinite field such that
√−1 ∈ k and char(k) 6= 0. Set
Ψqn,d(Dpi) = (ϕ
−1
O )
⊗ d ◦Ψq′n,d(Dpi) ◦ ϕ⊗ dO for Dpi ∈ Bd(n)op.(4.2)
Then we have an analogue of Theorem 4.2: the image Ψqn,d(Bd(n)op) of the algebra homomor-
phism Ψqn,d is equal to the space EndkO(n,q′)(V
⊗ d), and the homomorphism Ψq
′
n,d is injective,
provided n ≥ d (Cf. [5, Proposition 2.8]).
From Theorem 2.5, we obtain
Theorem 4.5. Let k be an infinite field with char(k) 6= 2 and √−1 ∈ k. Assume that either
char(k) = 0 or char(k) > d. If n ≥ d, then
dimk P
d(Mn(k))
O(n,q) = dimk CBd(n)(kSd).
In particular, if char(k) = 0, then the sequence
(
dimk P
d(Mn(k))
O(n,q)
)∞
n=1
is stable for
n ≥ d.
Remark 4.6. One can check that
Ψqn,d(sj)(vi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vid) = vi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vij−1 ⊗ vij+1 ⊗ vij ⊗ vij+2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vid , and
Ψqn,d(ej)(vi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vid) = δij ,ij+1vi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vij−1 ⊗
(
n∑
k=1
vk ⊗ vk
)
⊗ vij+2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vid .
4.3. Symplectic groups. Let k be an infinite field and let V be a k-vector space with a
fixed basis {vi ∈ V | i = 1, 2, . . . , n}. Through this subsection, we assume that n = 2m for
some m ∈ Z≥1.
The symplectic group Spn(k) is the subgroup of GLn(k) given by
Spn(k) := {f ∈ GLn(k) | fTJnf = Jn},
where
Jn =
(
O Im
−Im O
)
.
There is an algebra homomorphisms Ψsn,d : Bd(−n)op → End(V ⊗ d) given by
Ψsn,d(sj)(vi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vid) = −vi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vij−1 ⊗ vij+1 ⊗ vij ⊗ vij+2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vid , and
Ψsn,d(ej)(vi1 ⊗· · · ⊗ vid) = vi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vij−1 ⊗
(
m∑
k=1
vm+k ⊗ vk − vk ⊗ vm+k
)
⊗ vij+2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ vid .
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Theorem 4.7. ([2, Proposition 1.3, Theorem 1.4]) Let k be an infinite field. Then the
image Ψsn,d(Bd(−n)op) is equal to the space EndkSpn(k)(V ⊗ d). Moreover, if n ≥ 2d, then the
homomorphism Ψsn,d is injective.
From Theorem 2.5 and Theorem 4.7, we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 4.8. Let k be an infinite field and assume that either char(k) = 0 or char(k) > d.
If n ≥ 2d, then
dimk P
d(Mn(k))
Spn(k) = dimk CBd(−n)(kSd).
In particular, if char(k) = 0, then the sequence
(
dimk P
d(Mn(k))
Spn(k)
)∞
n=1
is stable for
n ≥ 2d.
Remark 4.9. Note that Spn(k) is the group of linear transformations preserving the bilinear
form (·, ·)s on V which is represented by the matrix Jn with respect to the basis we fixed. In
[2], a different bilinear form (·, ·)s′ is considered but it is isometric to (·, ·)s over an arbitrary
field. One may take an isometry given by a permutation of the elements in the basis. The
algebra homomorphism Ψsn,d is the conjugation of that of [2] by the isometry.
4.4. Centralizer of Sd in Bd(δ) and disjoint union of directed cycles. A directed cycle
is a directed graph whose underlying undirected graph is a cycle. Let LOd be the subset of
Ld consisting of directed graphs in which each connected component is a directed cycle. In
other words, LOd is the set of disjoint union of directed cycles whose total number of arrows
is d.
Lemma 4.10. The map ψd induces a bijection from Π˜2d to LOd .
Proof. Let π ∈ Π˜2d. Fix a1 ∈ [1, 2d]. Set ai := b′i−1 unless b′i−1 = aj for some j < i, and let bi
be the other element in the block of ai. If b
′
i0−1
= aj for some j < i0, then j = 1. Indeed, if
j > 1, then bi0−1 = aj = b
′
j−1 so that i0 − 1 = j − 1 which is a contradiction. It follows that
the full subgraph of ψ˜d(π) with vertices {a1, b1|a2, b2| · · · |ai0−1, bi0−1} forms a directed cycle,
because the degree of each vertex of ψ˜d(π) equals two. Repeating the procedure, we conclude
that ψd(π) is a multidigraph in which every connected component is a directed cycle.
It is clear that the restriction of ψ−1d on LOd is a map into Π˜2d. 
Let UOd be a subset of Ud,d consisting of the multidigraphs in which every connected com-
ponent is a directed cycle. Then, since σ-conjugation on ψd(π) is permuting the arrow labels,
Sd-conjugacy classes of Π˜2d is in bijection with UOd under φd.
Hence, by the same proof as in Corollary 3.7, we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 4.11. The dimension of the centralizer CBd(δ)(kSd) is equal to #UOd , the number
of disjoint union of directed cycle in which the total number of arrow is d.
Corollary 4.12. Let k be an infinite field with char(k) = 0 or char(k) > d.
(1) If n ≥ d, then
dimk P
d(Mn(k))
O(n,q′) = #UOd .
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(2) If n ≥ d, and √−1 ∈ k, then
dimk P
d(Mn(k))
O(n,q) = #UOd .
(3) If n ≥ 2d, then
dimk P
d(Mn(k))
Spn(k) = #UOd .
Remark 4.13. If k = C, then it recovers the stable behavior of Hilbert series by Willenbring
in the cases of orthogonal groups O(n, q) = On(C) and symplectic groups Spn(C). More
precisely, (2) recovers [15, Theorem 4.1], and (2) together with (3) recover the equality
limHS(GLn(R)) = limHS(GLm(H))
in [16, Section 1.8]. Here the notation HS(G0) stands for the Hilbert series of the ring
S(g)K , where (G,K) is the symmetric pair corresponding to the real form G0, g is the
Lie algebra of the complex reductive group G, and S(g) denotes the symmetric algebra of
g. When G0 = GLn(R) (respectively, G0 = GLm(H)), the corresponding symmetric pair
is (GLn(C), O(n, q)) (respectively, (GL2m(C), Sp2m(C))) so that g is isomorphic to Mn(C)
(respectively, M2m(C)) and the ring S(g)
K is isomorphic to P (Mn(C))
O(n,q) (respectively,
P (M2m(C)
Sp2m(C)). The stable limit limHS(G0) is defined as the formal power series whose
coefficients are given by the limits of the coefficients of the Hilbert series HS(G0) as n→∞.
4.5. Generalized Cycle Types of Brauer diagrams. In this subsection, we recall Shalile’s
description of the σ-conjugate classes of Brauer diagrams (called the generalized cycle types
in [13, 14]) and compare it with the description φd(Π˜2d) by giving an explicit isomorphism
between of them.
Definition 4.14. ([13, Definition 2.1])
For a diagram D ∈ βd, we get a string, sequence of letters {U,L, T}, as the following process:
(i) Starting from a dot in a diagram, move to the other dot which is connected to the
original dot by an edge.
(ii) If this edge is connected to a dot in the other row which we have started, then mark
this edge as “T”.
If the edge is connecting two dots in the same row, then mark it as “U” if it was in the
first row and “L” if it was in the second row.
(iii) From the dot we arrived by (i), move to the other dot which is in the same column.
(iv) Continue (i)∼(iii) until we reach to the dot which we started. Here, we get a string of
letters, composed with U , L, or T .
From the given process, we get a multiset of strings in {U,L, T}.
From choosing another dot that was not counted in the above process and continuing
(i)∼(iv) until there are no remaining dots, one derives a multiset of strings.
Note that one can have different multiset of strings by starting from a different dot.
Remark 4.15. (Cf. [13, Remark 2.4] ) It is clear that U cannot come right after U in a
string of a diagram. If T comes after U , the edge starts from the bottom to the top row.
and hence the next edge starts from the bottom row. Therefore, after U , another U cannot
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appear again until L comes after. Similarly, after L, another L cannot appear again until U
comes after.
Definition 4.16. ([13, Definition 2.5])
Let C = l1l2 · · · lα be a string in {U, L, T} for some α ∈ Z≥1. Let the reversing r and shifting
s be functions of switching the string of letters C as
r(C) = lαl(α−1) · · · l1
s(C) = l2l3 · · · lαl1
For strings C1 = l1l2 · · · lα and C2 = k1k2 · · · kα having the same length, define the relation
∼ as
C1 ∼ C2 if and only if C2 = rt1st2(C1) for some t1, t2 ∈ Z>0
Then, ∼ is an equivalence relation because sr = rsα−1, r2 =id, and sα =id.
For each π ∈ Π˜2d, we call the multiset of equivalence classes of strings obtained by the
procedure in Definition 4.14 the generalized cycle type (GCT, in short) of π.
Example 4.17. Consider when d = 4. Let δ ∈ k \ {0} and two diagrams D1,D2 ∈ Bd(δ) be
D1 :=
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
, D2 :=
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Starting from 1′ of D1, we proceed as 1
′ U−→ 3′ 99K 3 L−→ 4 99K 4′ T−→ 1 99K 1. We did not pass
through 2 in the previous process, so starting again from 2′ to obtain 2′
T−→ 2 99K 2′. The
resulting generalized cycle type of D1 is {ULT, T}.
Similarly, start from 1′ of D2, we have 1
′ T−→ 2 99K 2′ U−→ 3′ 99K 3 L−→ 1 99K 1′, and start
again from 4 to obtain 4
T−→ 4′ 99K 4. Then the generalized cycle type of D2 is {TUL, T}.
Since ULT = s−1(TUL), D1 and D2 have the same generalized cycle type.
Definition 4.18. Let Ed be the set of multisets of equivalence classes of strings in U,L, T of
length d such that in each string of the multiset
(i) no string of the form UT iU or LT iL (i ≥ 0) appears in any representative, and
(ii) the numbers of occurrence of U and that of L are the same.
By Remark 4.15, every generalized cycle type of an element π ∈ Π˜2d belongs to the set Ed.
Define ρd : UOd −→ Ed as the following :
(i) For a digraph in UOd , label each vertex as U if → • ←, L if ← • →, and T if → • → or
← • ←.
(ii) Start from a vertex and make a string of letters of U , L, T ’s by following the edges in
one orientation.
Let f : LOd → UOd be the function of forgetting the labels on arrows and set
ρd := ρd ◦ f.
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Remark 4.19. One can check easily that the map ρd◦ψd is nothing but the map in Definition
4.14 which Shalile defined. Also, note that ψd|Π˜2d is the map Willenbring considered in [15,
Section 3] under the identification β˜d with the set of fixed point free involutions on [1, 2d].
Hence we obtain a commutative diagram below :
Π˜2d
ψ
d
//
Shalile
  ❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇
LOd
f
//
ρ
d

UOd
ρ
d
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
Ed
We define νd : Ed → UOd,d as follows :
It is enough to define νd(C) for an element in Ed of the form C = l1l2 · · · ld.
(1) If li = T for all 1 ≤ i ≤ d, then νd(C) is the directed cycle in Figure 1.
· · ·
Figure 1.
(2) We may assume that l1 = U by Definition 4.18 (ii). Construct a planar directed
graph Gi inductively as follows :
(a) Let G1 := •1 ←− •2.
(b) For 2 ≤ i ≤ d− 1,
(i) If li = U , then Gi is the graph obtained from Gi−1 by adding one incoming
arrow to the right most extreme vertex of Gi−1. That is, Gi = Gi−1 ←−
•i+1 where •i is the lately added vertex in Gi−1.
(ii) If li = L, then Gi is the graph obtained from Gi−1 by adding one outgoing
arrow to the right most extreme vertex of Gi−1. That is, Gi = Gi−1 −→
•i+1.
(iii) If li = T , then Gi is the graph obtained from Gi−1 by adding one arrow
to the right most extreme vertex of Gi−1 with the same direction to the
adjacent one.
(c) For i = d, νd(C) = Gd is the graph obtained from Gd−1 adding an arrow con-
necting the two extreme vertices from •d to •1.
Theorem 4.20. The maps ρd and νd are inverses to each other.
Proof. The followings are consequences of the definition of νd.
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(1) In the case of (b)-(i), since l1 = U , there exists j < i such that lj = L and lj+1 =
lj+2 = · · · = li−1 = T . Then, Gi−1 = Gj−1 −→ •j+1 −→ •j+2 −→ · · · −→ •i. So, the
local configuration in this step is always •i−1 −→ •i ←− •i+1.
(2) In the case of (b)-(ii), since U has to appear first before L, there exists j < i such that
lj = U and lj+1 = lj+2 = · · · = li−1 = T . Then, Gi−1 = Gj−1 ←− •j+1 ←− •j+2 ←−
· · · ←− •i. So, the local configuration in this step is always •i−1 ←− •i −→ •i+1.
(3) In the case of (c), ld is either L or T by Definition 4.18 (i) and the assumption l1 = U .
By these local characterizations of νd(C), it is straightforward to see that the compositions
ρd and νd are the identities. 
Corollary 4.21. The set of generalized cycle types of elements in Π˜2d is equal to Ed.
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